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Design of 3D topological nodal-net porous carbon
for sodium-ion battery anodes

Dongyuan Ni, Yiheng Shen, Wei Sun and Qian Wang *

Based on first-principles calculations, we propose a new 3D topological nodal-net carbon allotrope

consisting of graphene nanoribbons. This structure possesses orthorhombic symmetry with 46 carbon

atoms in its primitive cell, termed oC46, which is energetically, thermally, and dynamically stable. More

interestingly, a Dirac nodal net composed of three types of nodal lines is found in its first Brillouin zone,

where the nodal lines are protected by the coexistence of time-reversal, spatial inversion, and mirror/

glide-plane symmetries. These features can be characterized by effective k$p models. In addition, oC46

is found to be a promising anode material for sodium-ion batteries with a high reversible capacity of

303 mA h g�1, a low diffusion energy barrier (0.05 eV) for Na ions, an appropriate average voltage of

0.43 V, and a small volume change of 2.0% during charging/discharging operation. The main reasons for

the high performance are uncovered to be due to the ordered porosity of the structure and the Dirac

massless fermions induced by the nodal net, which provide a large number of sodium-ion adsorption

sites and enhance the electric conductivity of both electrons and ions. These findings make this system

promising for Na-ion batteries.

1. Introduction

Sodium-ion batteries (SIBs) have attracted increasing attention
in recent years due to the high abundance in the continental
crust and environmentally friendly nature of sodium. However,
the anodes for lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) usually exhibit poor
performance when used for SIBs, showing low energy density,
large volume expansion, and low coulombic efficiencies.1 For
example, graphite, as the successfully commercialized LIB
anode material, exhibits a fairly low capacity of 35 mA h g�1

when acting as an anode for SIBs.2 Themain reason is due to the
larger atomic radius of sodium atoms as compared to lithium.
Therefore, considerable effort has been devoted to the design
and synthesis of new anode materials for SIBs. For instance, it
was found that titanium oxides and titanium phosphates have
impressive rate capability and long cycle life, while their electric
conductivity is quite low.3 Alloy-based anodes can achieve high
capacity and low volume expansion, but usually have fairly high
diffusion barriers for sodium ions.4 In addition, conversion-
based anode materials, which adsorb sodium ions through
conversion reaction, exhibit considerable voltage hysteresis and
large volume changes.4,5 Compared to these anode materials,
carbon materials have advantages because the exible bonding
and orbital hybridization of carbon atoms not only can result in
various allotropes with porous geometric structures for the
storage and transport of sodium ions, but also offer delocalized

electrons for introducing metallicity or semimetallicity that can
improve their electronic conductivity. Thus, it is highly desir-
able to explore high-performance carbon anode materials for
SIBs.

Topological semimetallic porous carbon materials are of
particular interest, due to their intrinsic high conductivity
protected by their topology. For the electronic properties, the
crossing feature of the conduction and valence bands near the
Fermi level can excite Dirac fermions, and then improve the
electronic conductivity of such systems.6 So far, the reported
topological carbon semimetals include Dirac semimetals,7,8

Weyl semimetals,9–13 nodal-line semimetals,14–16 nodal-link
semimetals,17 nodal-knot semimetals,18 nodal-chain semi-
metals,19,20 nodal-net semimetals,21 and nodal-surface semi-
metals,22,23 while a nodal line semimetal is found to carry a non-
trivial Berry phase p along the loop which encircles the nodal
line. The symmetry-based topological protection mechanisms
of nodal lines are either via the coexistence of time-reversal
symmetry T and spatial inversion symmetry P, or by mirror/
glide-plane symmetry.24 In experiments, it has been found
that some extremely high-mobility charge carriers exist in
nodal-line semimetals due to the Dirac-like dispersion, and the
density of the nodal-line fermions is much higher than that of
the Dirac fermions in topological semimetals with discrete
nodes.16 Therefore, nodal-net semimetals with multiple nodal
lines should more easily excite high-mobility carriers. This
stimulates studies on topological semimetallic carbon mate-
rials for SIB anodes. It has been found that nodal-line25 and
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Thermoelectric performance of 2D materials:
the band-convergence strategy and strong
intervalley scatterings†

Yu Wu,a Bowen Hou,a Congcong Ma,b Jiang Cao,c Ying Chen,b Zixuan Lu,b

Haodong Mei,a Hezhu Shao, d Yuanfeng Xu, e Heyuan Zhu,a Zhilai Fang,b

Rongjun Zhang a and Hao Zhang *af

The strategy of band convergence of multi-valley conduction bands or

multi-peak valence bands has been widely used to search or improve

thermoelectric materials. However, the phonon-assisted intervalley

scatterings due to multiple band degeneracy are usually neglected in

the thermoelectric community. In this work, we investigate the

(thermo)electric properties of non-polar monolayer b- and a-anti-

monene considering full mode- and momentum-resolved electron–

phonon interactions. We also analyze thoroughly the selection rules

on electron–phonon matrix-elements using group-theory arguments.

Our calculations reveal strong intervalley scatterings between the

nearly degenerate valley states in both b- and a-antimonene, and the

commonly-used deformation potential approximation neglecting the

dominant intervalley scattering gives inaccurate estimations of the

electron–phonon scattering and thermoelectric transport properties.

By considering full electron–phonon interactions based on the rigid-

band approximation, we find that, the maximum value of the thermo-

electric figure of merits zT at room temperature reduces to 0.37 in

b-antimonene, by a factor of 5.7 compared to the value predicted

based on the constant relaxation-time approximation method. Our

work not only provides an accurate prediction of the thermoelectric

performances of antimonenes, which reveals the key role of intervalley

scatterings in determining the electronic part of zT, but also exhibits a

computational framework for thermoelectric materials.

The thermoelectric (TE) performance of a material is quantified
by a dimensionless figure of merit zT (zT = S2sT/(ke + kl)), where S
represents the Seebeck coefficient, s is the electron conductivity,

and ke/l is the electronic/lattice thermal conductivity. Good TE
materials generally possess good power factor, PF (PF = S2s), and
poor thermal conductivity, k (k = ke + kl). However, the three
electronic properties S, s and ke are tightly coupled together,
e.g. an increasing carrier concentration leads to an increasing
s and a decreasing S simultaneously, thus making the optimiza-
tion of the TE performance a daunted task. As a relatively
independent quantity in zT, much effort has been put to reduce
the kl and thus to enhance zT.1–3 Past decades have witnessed
the significant improvements in zTs, owing to the discovery of
many new high-performance TE materials and several newly
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New concepts
The strategy of band convergence neglecting the phonon-assisted
intervalley scatterings has been successfully used to design efficient
thermoelectric materials in past decades, while the underlying physics
remains debatable. In this work, we show that full electron–phonon
interactions may decrease significantly the thermoelectric figures of
merit in band-convergent systems such as a- and b-antimonene,
compared with those methods only considering the contribution from
long-wavelength longitudinal acoustic modes or other special phonon
modes. Based on the derived selection rules for the electron–phonon
scatterings, the dominant roles of respective phonon modes in intervalley
or intravalley scatterings of both antimonene forms are clearly revealed.
Our work not only reveals the potential detrimental effect of intervalley
scattering on thermoelectric performance at band convergence, but also
exhibits the computational framework for accurately predicting the
thermoelectric performance of materials.
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Ga4C-family crystals, a new generation of star thermo-
electric materials, induced by band degeneracies, val-
ley anisotropy, strong phonon scattering and others

Ao Lou,a Hua-Hua Fu,∗,a and Ru-qian Wub

Using density functional theory combined with Boltzmann transport equation, we uncover a new
class of high-performing thermoelectric material, i.e., supertetrahedral Ga4C-family materials
characterized by ultrahigh thermoelectric figure of merit (ZT ), which is produced both by large
power factor and ultralow lattice thermal conductivity. The former is contributed by multiple elec-
tronic band degeneracies, flat bands and valley anisotropy; while the latter both by strong phonon
scattering and low phonon group velocity. Furthermore, we find that tensile strain engineering
may further suppress lattice thermal conductivity, while retains the multi-band degeneracies, val-
ley anisotropy and flat bands well. In addition to the band degeneracy, the scattering mechanism
of the system can also dominate the power factor in the process of strain implementation. Conse-
quently, a novel thermoelectric phenomenon, i.e., high thermoelectric figure of merit, appears in
Ca4C with a ZT value larger than 4.4 under a small strain ratio (0.75%). Our theoretical studies
not only uncover a new class of high-performance thermoelectric materials integrated by multiple
effective mechanisms, but also establish a realistic material plateau to investigate the competitive
effect of multiple factors on enhancing thermoelectric figure of merit.

1 Introduction
Thermoelectric technology can directly and reversibly convert
temperature gradient to electric voltage in solid-state materi-
als1–5, and provides an effective way to harvest energy from
waste heat or in special environments such as space6–10. How-
ever, low efficiency and high cost of current thermoelectric mate-
rials are still two crucial factors that hinder the exploitation of this
technology11,12. The search or design new thermoelectric mate-
rials with high conversion efficiency is a urgent challenge in this
field and has attracted increasing interdisciplinary search atten-
tion13,14. It is known that thermoelectric conversion efficiency
is characterized by the so-called thermoelectric figure of merit

a School of Physics and Wuhan National High Magnetic Field Center, Huazhong Uni-
versity of Science and Technology, Wuhan 430074, People′s Republic of China.
b Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of California, Irvine, California
92697-4575, United States.
∗ E-mail: hhfu@hust.edu.cn

ZT = S2σT/(kl + ke), where S is Seebeck coefficient, σ is elec-
trical conductivity, T is ambient temperature, kl and ke are lattice
and electron thermal conductivity, respectively. As S, σ , and ke are
mutually associated with each other, it is difficult to reach large
ZT by regulating only one of these thermoelectric parameters and
new strategies are required for the design of sustainable thermo-
electric materials. Among two existing strategies, one is to im-
prove their electronic properties by using band engineering, such
as enhancing energy band convergence15,16 or producing multi-
ple valleys through band inversion17. The other is to reduce the
lattice thermal conductivity, such as by introducing defect struc-
tures18,19 or all-scale hierarchical architectures20–22. Unfortu-
nately, it is still difficult to benefit from both of them in a single
material, because high criteria on electronic and phononic trans-
ports are simultaneously required. To achieve unusually high
thermoelectric performance, it is desired to construct new ther-
moelectric materials with different physical mechanisms.
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Carbon is one of the earliest light elements ingrained and used
by human beings, and has abundant allotropic phases with ex-
ceedingly rich physical features23,24. In particular, as the tetrahe-
dral carbon atom in a diamond crystal is replaced by a C4 tetra-
hedron, a new allotropic phase of carbon crystal, i.e., superte-
trahedral carbon (T-carbon), can be constructed. T-Carbon has
many unique physical properties25–27 and additional advantages
such as lower equilibrium density (1.5 g/cm3) and bulk modulus
(169 GPa), which are suitable for device applications. Further-
more, its electronic and phononic properties can be tuned in a
large range by substituting carbon with other elements such as
boron (B), aluminium (Al), silicon (Si) and gallium (Ga). One
may even replace entire C4 tetrahedron to form supertetrahedral
X4Y-family materials (where X is B, Al or Ga tetrahedron, Y is C
or Si), which may have high band degeneracy and good transport
properties28,29. This may overcome the drawbacks of T-carbon,
e.g., the unwanted wide energy gap (∼5 eV), and open a vista for
the development of T-carbon as a new class of thermoelectric ma-
terials. With different substituents, X4Y can be engineered to have
semiconductor or metal features and, meanwhile, the key advan-
tages of T-Carbon such as low density and high hardness maintain
well30–32. In particular, X4Y combinations may show much softer
phonon dispersions due to the large mass mismatch and weaker
covalent bond between X tetrahedra33,34. These unique proper-
ties and tunability support that X4Y-family materials may provide
a chance to achieve ultrahigh thermoelectric figure of merit in-
duced by multiple effective physical mechanisms.

In this work, we systematically study the electronic, phononic
and transport properties of supertetrahedral Ga4C and directly
calculate its thermoelectric coefficients. We uncover that the
p-type Ga4C simultaneously possesses high electric conductance
and large power factor S2σ , owning to the large valley anisotropy
and multiple-valley degeneracies with the high valley numbers
NV = 6 at the point X and NV = 12 at the point W. Moreover, flat
bands connecting these two valleys produce strong intervalley
polar-optical-phonon scattering and thus impede electrons’ mo-
bility, significantly increasing the effective mass of electrons and
the Seebeck coefficient. As a result, leading to a large power fac-
tor up to 6 mW m−1K−2 at 300 K can be achieved. Meanwhile,
due to low group velocity (less than 2.7 km/s) and low phonon
lifetime (or high scattering rates), Ga4C exhibits ultralow lattice
thermal conductivity, κl of 0.87 Wm−1K−1 at room temperature.
Benefiting both from high power factor and ultralow lattice ther-
mal conductivity, the optimized value of ZT of Ga4C may reach
up to 3.28 at 600 K, larger than almost all ZT values reported to
date under the same conditions35.

Another inspiring finding is that tensile strain engineering may
further enhance the phonon scattering and reduce κl in Ga4C,

Table 1 Three types of electron scattering mechanism are considered
as implemented in AMSET: (i) acousstic deformation potential (ADP); (ii)
ionized impurity (IMP); (iii) polar-optical phonon (POP). τT are the life-
times for a given scattering process at T in unit of fs where hole concen-
tration is assumed to be 4×1019 cm−3, αVBM

V and αCBM
V are the volume

defoemation potential of valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction
band minimum (CBM) in unit of eV, B0 is the bulk modulus in unit of GPa,
Z is the charge of electron donor dopant, ε0 is the static dielectric con-
stant, ε∞ is the electronic contribution to the static dielectric constant, and
ωpo is the polar-optical phonon frequency in THz.

ADP τ300 τ500 αVBM
V αCBM

V B0
150.6 90.9 -0.05 -1.29 40.04

IMP τ300 τ500 Z ε0
107.4 73.5 1 11.61

POP τ300 τ500 ωPO ε∞ ε0
31.7 21.1 12.01 8.68 11.61

while retain the multi-valley degeneracies and unique flat bands.
Theoretical calculations show that κl of Ga4C decreases to an ul-
tralow value 0.577 (0.398) Wm−1K−1, even a small tensile strain
is applied, such as 0.5% (0.75%). Although tensile strain does
not alter band degeneracies near the Fermi level, the power fac-
tor is still decreased as a whole, because it enhances the polar-
optical-phonon scattering and hence, reduces the the lifetimes of
electron’s transport and the electric conductivity. As a result, a
higher thermoelectric figure of merit, with a ZT value larger than
4.5 at 600 K, occurs in Ga4C under a 0.75% tensile strain. This
work reveals several new physical mechanisms to enhance the
thermoelectric figure of merit and provides an excellent class of
high-performing thermoelectric materials for practical uses.

2 First-principle calculations and Boltz-
mann transport equations

The crystal structures of supertetrahedral Ga4C, as an example of
X4Y-family materials, are fully optimized by utilizing the density
functional theory (DFT) based on the projector augmented wave
method, as implemented in Vienna ab initio Simulation Package
(VASP)36. To perform all DFT calculations, the generalized gradi-
ent approximation (GGA) in the form of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE) functional is chosen as the exchange correlation poten-
tial37. The energy cutoff for the plane-wave expansion is set to be
700 eV and a Monkhorst-Pack k-mesh of 11×11×11 is used in the
first Brillouin zone (BZ). Each ionic iteration step converges at an
energy criterion of 10−8 and an accurate optimization of struc-
tural parameters is employed by minimizing the interionic forces
less than 10−3 eV/Å. The electronic band structures of material
samples are calculated by hybrid DFT within the framework of
Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE) based on the relaxed structures.
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Furthermore, the phononic band structures, the dynamic sta-
bility analysis and harmonic IFCs of the sample Ga4C are per-
formed by using the Phonopy code with a finite-displacement step
of 0.01 Å? . There are three symmetries reduced displacements
considered for the 2× 2× 2 supercell containing 40 atoms and
the Brillouin sampling is set to be 7×7×7. Moreover, we choose
a 3×3×3 supercell and a cutoff radius of 0.7 nm to obtain an-
harmonic IFCs, the q-points mesh is employed as 21×21×21 to
obtain a converged lattice thermal conductivity as implemented
in ShengBTE package38.

The electronic transport properties of all supertetrahedral Ga4C
samples are calculated by solving linearized Boltzmann transport
equation (BTE) with the nonempirical carrier lifetime derived
from Fermi’s golden rule39. The linearized BTE gives the defi-
nition of electrical transport distribution function as below

∑
αβ

(ε) = ∑
ik

τikνα (ik)νβ (ik)
δ (ε− εik)

dε
, (1)

where ε is the electronic energy, α and β denote Cartesian coor-
dinates, ν is the energy group velocity of band index i and wave
vector k. The Seebeck coefficient (S) and the electrical conductiv-
ity (σ/τ) can be obtained by

σαβ = e2
∫

∑
αβ

(ε)[−∂ f 0

∂ε
]dε, (2)

Sαβ =
1

eT

∫
∑αβ (ε)(ε− εF )[− ∂ f 0

∂ε
]dε∫

∑αβ (ε)[−
∂ f 0

∂ε
]dε

. (3)

Within the Born approximation, the scattering rates τ
−1
ik in Eq.

(1), when the ith electron at the initial state ik couples with the
phonon with the wave vector q and frequency ωq and transfers
to the final state of jk+ q, can be defined by Fermi’s golden rule
according to their elastic or inelastic nature as elastic scattering
rates

τ
−1
ik→( jk+q) =

2π

h̄
〈 jk+q|gi j|ik〉2δ (εik− ε jk+q), (4)

and the inelastic scattering rates

τ
−1
ik→( jk+q) =

2π

h̄
〈 jk+q|gi j|ik〉2

×
[
(nq +1− f 0

jk+q)δ (εik− εik+q− h̄ωq)

+(nq + f 0
jk+q)δ (εik− εik+q + h̄ωq)

]
,

(5)

where gi j represents the electron-phonon coupling matrix due to
the acoustic deformation potential (ADP), ionized impurity po-

tential (IMP), and polar-optical phonon (POP) scattering mecha-
nisms are considered

gADP
i j (k,q) =

[
kBT α2

ν

B0

] 1
2

〈ψ jk+q|ψik〉, (6)

gIMP
i j (k,q) =

[
nZ2e2

ε

] 1
2 〈ψ jk+q|ψik〉
|q|2 +β 2 , (7)

gPOP
i j (k,q) =

[
h̄ωPO

2
(

1
ε∞

− 1
ε0

)

] 1
2 〈ψ jk+q|ψik〉

|q|
. (8)

Then, the total scattering time τe is defined as

1
τe

=
1

τADP +
1

τ IMP +
1

τPOP . (9)

The formalism is implemented in the ab initio scattering and
transport (AMSET) package40. The required material parame-
ters for the crystal Ga4C, including dielectric constants ε, phonon
frequency ω, bulk modulus B0, deformation potential α, are ob-
tained from the first-principles calculations as given in Table 1.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Crystal structure and basic bulk properties

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the crystal structure in a cubic unit
cell and the first Brillouin zone (BZ) of the supertetrahedral Ga4C,
respectively. The crystal has a diamond-like structure and the car-
bon atom with the Wyckoff coordinates (0.25 0.25 0.25) being re-
placed by a Ga tetrahedron. The primitive cell has four Ga atoms
and one C atom with the spatial group Fd3m. The full structural
optimization gives a lattice parameter of 8.211 Å for the cubic
cell, and the Wyckoff coordinates of Ga atoms are 32e (x, x, x)
with x = 0.1396 Å. The bond length between two nearest neigh-
boring Ga atoms is 2.563 Å, and that between neighboring Ga
and C atoms, 1.985 Å. To examine the existence of the crystal
Ga4C, we calculated its formation energy E f orm by the following
relation:

E f orm = EGa4C−4EGa−EC, (10)

where EGa4C denotes the energy of Ga4C in a unit cell, EGa and
EC denote the chemical potential of Ga atom and C atom, re-
spectively. Our calculation demonstrates that the formation en-
ergy of Ga4C is characterized by a negative value (i.e., -0.06371
eV/atom), indicating the existence of the supertetrahedral Ga4C
studied here.

From the calculated electronic band structure in Fig. 1(c), one
may see that Ga4C is a semiconductor characterized by a mod-
est indirect band gap (Eg=1.30 eV). For comparison, the band
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Fig. 1 Crystal structure of Ga4C and its electronic and phononic properties. (a) Crystal structure in a united cell and (b) the corresponding first BZ.
(c) Electronic band structure of Ga4C along the high-symmetry paths together with the related electronic density of states (DOSs) in the first BZ. (d)
Phononic band structure and the related phononic DOSs, where the contributions from C and Ga atoms are denoted by the brown and aqua lines,
respectively. (e) Electronic mobility of Ga4C at a electron concentration of 3×1018 cm−3 as a function of temperature. The mobility limited by acoustic
deformation potential (ADP), ionized impurity (IMP), and polar optical phonon (POP) scattering process are indicated by the orange, blue and red
dashed lines. The black circle markers show the mobility where all three scattering processes are considered. (f) Comparison between the constant
relaxation time (CRT) approximation and the ab-initio scattering approach. Blue and red dash lines denote the mobility calculated based on the CRT
approximation where relaxation time is set as 10 and 100 fs, respectively. The black circles denote the mobility obtained from the ab-initio calculations
(ADP+IMP+POP).

structure calculated from the PBE functional (see Sec. A in Sup-
plementary Information (SI)) shows a band gap of 0.80 eV. Its
conduction band minimum (CBM) is between Γ and X, and the
valence band maximum (VBM) is at X. Interestingly, another va-
lence band is very close to the VBM at W with a small offset en-
ergy of 0.105 eV, which should also contribute to electronic con-
ductivity in hole doping. Moreover, there is a flat band along
the path X-W, connecting two neighboring valleys. This is much
different from the ring-shaped and Mexican-hat-shaped bands re-
garded as the curial factors responsible for large power factors in
some materials41–44. Importantly, the VBM at X show a high val-
ley degeneracy with valley number Nv = 6 and the one at W has
Nv = 12. The multi-valley degeneracy is a distinctive feature of
Ga4C, and is expected to lead to large σ . Additionally, the special
four-corners-star Fermi surface contributed by flat bands (see Fig.
S1(b) in Sec. A, SI) provides another advantage for developing
Ga4C as a potential high-performance thermoelectric material.

The phononic bands of Ga4C are shown Fig. 1(d). We find
that no branch has negative phonon frequency and this property

maintains in all phonon branches along other directions, indicat-
ing that Ga4C is dynamically stable in the diamond-like struc-
ture. The phononic density of states (DOSs) further demonstrate
that phononic bands in the low-frequency region are contributed
mainly by Ga atoms, while bands in the high-frequency region
mainly by C atoms. Moreover, most phononic bands are much
flat, especially the acoustic branches as well as low-frequency op-
tical modes between 1.0 and 7.0 THz, indicating their low group
velocities. In particular, a dense block of low-energy phonon
branches can be found in the frequency range of 1.0-3.7 THz,
and these acoustic branches couple with each other and create
rich momentum scattering pathways. These features are expected
to reduce the lifetime of heat-carrying acoustic modes and drasti-
cally decrease lattice thermal conductivity for the benefit of high
thermoelectric performance. Additionally, we well know that the
avoided crossing between optical and acoustic branches is essen-
tial for phonon scattering, which is an important factor to in-
fluence the thermal conductance of any thermoelectric material.
Through carefully checking all phonon bands, we find that the
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Fig. 2 Electronic transport properties and the related thermoelectric parameters in Ga4C. (a)-(d) The Seebeck coefficient S, electronic conductance
σ , electronic thermal conductance κe and power factor S2σ in Ga4C versus the temperature T are shown respectively. (e)-(g) Power factor PF (S2σ ),
σ and S versus the the hole concentration nh in the p-type band configurations at T=300 K. (h)-(j) Weighted mobility µW, electrons’ mobility µ and the
effective mass density of states mDOS versus nh in the same band configurations and under the same temperature are shown, respectively.

avoided crossing between optical and acoustic branches also dis-
plays in phonon dispersions, indicating the reliability of our calcu-
lations on phonon scattering and the related thermal conductance
in Ga4C.

3.2 Ultrahigh power factor and large Seebeck coefficient

To understand the key characteristics of electronic transport in
Ga4C, we discuss three scattering mechanisms, i.e., acoustic de-
formation potential (ADP), ionized impurity (IMP) and polar-
optical phonon (POP). The electron relaxation times and other
properties are given in Table 1. In Fig. 1(e), the electronic mo-
bility µ under the influence of these three scattering mechanisms
and with the total scattering time τe (defined in Eq. (9)) are pre-

sented. The numerical results demonstrate that the electron mo-
bility of Ga4C is dominated by POP, while little by ADP scattering,
originating from the small valence-band-edge deformation poten-
tial in this material. Moreover, the comparison with results from
the constant-relaxation-time (CRT) approximation are provided
in Fig. 1(f), where the relaxation time is set as τ=10 and 100 fs,
confirming further the above conclusion. This particular feature
of electronic mobility has also been found in some polar semicon-
ductors, including two star thermoelectric materials: PbTe45 and
SnSe46, and is regarded as one of key factors responsible for their
ultrahigh thermoelectric figure of merit.

The Seebeck coefficient S, electrical conductivity σ , thermal
conductivity κ and power factor S2σ versus temperature under
different hole concentrations (nh) are provided in Figs. 2(a)-2(d),
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where nh varies from 1017 to 1021 cm−3. The corresponding ther-
moelectric coefficients versus electron doping ne are also drawn
in Figs. S2(a)-(d) in Sec. B, SI. We find that S in both p- and
n-doping Ga4C decreases as nh or ne increases, while S in the
former is larger than that in the latter, due to the larger effec-
tive mass in valence bands near the Fermi level. Moreover, σ in
the p-type Ga4C ranges from ∼265 to ∼9.14×105 Sm−1 at room
temperature, much larger than the corresponding values in the n-
type doping, which may be due to the anisotropic parabolic band
edge47. Therefore, the large Seebeck coefficient and high con-
ductivity result in high power factor reaching up to 6 mW/(mK2)
in the p-type Ga4C with nh = 1020 cm−3.

It is reported that the bands with heavy-effective mass near the
Fermi level can lead to a large Seebeck coefficient, and while the
bands with light-effective mass may contribute to a high electric
conductivity. Obviously, there exists a controversy about the role
of bands with different effective masses on thermoelectric perfor-
mance of materials. Here, thanks to the correlation between the
electronic mobility and the different kinds of effective masses in
Ga4C, we may make clear this issue. Note that when the multi-
valleys’ electronic conduction is considered, the electronic mobil-
ity in non-degenerate bands can be expressed as

µ =
23/2π1/2h̄4eC1

3mI (mbkBT )3/2
Ξ2

, (11)

where mb= (m2
‖m⊥)

1/3 is the effective band mass and mI =
3m‖m⊥

2m⊥+m‖
is the inertial effective band mass with m‖ and m⊥ named radial
mass and longitudinal mass, respectively. Obviously, larger mb is
beneficial to enhance S and smaller mI beneficial to increase µ.
Moreover, one may obtain their relation as below

mb/mI =
2m⊥+m‖

3(m‖m2
⊥)

1/3
=

2
3

r1/3 +
1
3

r−2/3, (12)

where the large mass ratio r can significantly enhance the power
factor. Due to the appearance of strong valley anisotropy in Ga4C,
the band mass mb along Γ-X direction (mb=0.041me) is much
smaller than that along X-W direction (mI=0.3165me). There-
fore, by modifying band shape near the Fermi level along the
high-symmetry path W-X (see Fig. S3 in Sec. C, SI), one may
realize various conduction bands characterized by different band
effective masses48. Here, we design three bands with different
mb: i.e., the first band with a large mb (Case I: mb=0.0459me),
the second band with a middle mb (Case II: mb=0.0326me) and
the third band with a small mb (Case III: mb=0.0249me). More-
over, the initial flat band is also considered here for comparison.

We first analyze the weighted mobility µW
49, which is defined

by electronic mobility µ and effective mass density-of-state (DOS)
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Fig. 3 Phononic transport properties and the related thermoelectric pa-
rameters in Ga4C. (a) Lattice thermal conductivity κl versus temperature.
(b) Phonon lifetime τλ versus the frequency at T=300 K. For compari-
son, the associated values of τλ in other four famous thermoelectric ma-
terials, i.e., PdTe, PdSe, Ba0.08La0.05Yb0.04Co4Sb12 and Bi2Te3 are also
provided. (c) Cumulative lattice thermal conductivity κl and its differen-
tial with respect to the phonon frequency. (d) Phonon group velocity ν

of Ga4C and the above four thermoelectric materials versus the phonon
frequency.

mDOS as µW = µmDOS
3
2 (see Sec. D in SI). The typical thermo-

electric coefficients PF, σ and S versus nh for these four band
configurations are drawn in Figs. 2(e)-(g), and the associated pa-
rameters µW, µ and mDOS in Figs. 2(h)-(j). The solid and dotted
lines denote the ab initio scattering approach and the constant-
relaxation-time (CRT) approximation, respectively, and different
colors are used for different configurations. One may see that PF
and µW display similar changing behaviors in both approaches.
To distinguish their behaviors further, we set the constant relax-
ation time to be 20 fs, and find that nearly all thermoelectric pa-
rameters obtained from ab inito scattering approach are larger
than those from CRT approximation. More importantly, both ap-
proaches give the same conclusion that among the four band con-
figurations, the original flat bands have the largest values of PF, S,
µW and mDOS, but small σ and µ. To understand the underlying
physics, we should further consider different inter-valley scatter-
ing mechanisms with the four band configurations, and details are
given in Sec. C in SI. We find that aside from band degeneracies,
the carrier’s scattering in the flat bands between two neighbor-
ing valleys also works as an effective mechanism for getting large
Seebeck coefficient and enhanced power factor in Ga4C.
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3.3 Ultralow lattice thermal conductivity and the underlying
physical mechanisms

Aside from the ultrahigh power factor and large Seebeck coef-
ficient, it is important that ultralow κl also occurs in Ga4C. As
described in Fig. 1(d), some optical branches in Ga4C have ex-
tremely low frequencies and many acoustic branches are nearly
flat bands. These peculiar phononic features provide key con-
ditions to generate ultralow κl . Quantitatively, our theoretical
calculations demonstrate that κl of Ga4C is exceptionally low, to
merely 0.87 Wm−1K−1 at 300 K and 0.44 Wm−1K−1 at 600 K, as
shown in Fig. 3(a). It should be stressed that some values of κl in
the p-type Ga4C are even smaller than the corresponding values
of electron thermal conductivity κe (see Fig. 2(c)). To highlight
the ultralow κl obtained here, in Fig. 3(a), we give the related val-
ues of κl of some other popular high-performance thermoelectric
materials, such as PdTe50, PdSe51, Ba0.08La0.05Yb0.04Co4Sb12

52,
and Bi2Te3

53 under the similar conditions. It is obvious that κl of
Ga4C is remarkably lower, even by an order of magnitude, than
the values of κl of other thermoelectric materials.

To uncover the underlying physics for the ultralow κl in Ga4C,
we study the phonon transport via phenomenological modeling.
It has been established that the acoustic phonon lifetime τλ is the
key parameter to determine the thermal conduction. A general
rule is that the shorter τλ is, the lower κl appears in materials.
Figure 3(b) shows τλ versus the phonon frequency in Ga4C. For
a comparable study, τλ in other well-known thermoelectric mate-

rials, such as PdTe54, PdSe54, Ba0.08La0.05Yb0.04Co4Sb12
55 and

Bi2Te3
56, are also provided. One can see that a unique thermal

transport property occurs in Ga4C, i..e, τλ in Ga4C is remarkably
shorter than those in other thermoelectric materials mentioned
above, indicating that Ga4C exhibits extremely short acoustic
phonon lifetime, even lower than 1 ps in most frequency regions.
Moreover, from the numerical results of cumulative κl versus the
frequency (see Fig. 3(c)), we find the lattice thermal conductance
is dominated by the acoustic bands in the low-frequency region,
which confirms further that the strong phonon scattering in Ga4C
benefits to its low κl .

On the other side, we well know that phonon group velocity v is
another important parameter to influence the lattice thermal con-
ductance in thermoelectric materials. It is interesting that several
nearly flat phonon bands appear in the acoustic branches of Ga4C,
indicating that the low-frequency phonon bands tend to possess
low phonon group velocity. In Fig. 3(d), we drawn the numer-
ical results of phonon group velocity as a function of frequency
in Ga4C and meanwhile, the phonon group velocity of above four
thermoelectric materials are also provided for comparisons. One
can see that the maximum phonon group velocity (∼2.52 km/s)
in Ga4C is much smaller than the related values in other four
thermoelectric materials. Thus we believe that the low phonon
group velocity in Ga4C works as another effective mechanism for
its ultralow lattice thermal conductance.
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3.4 High thermoelectric conversion efficiency

In what follows, we turn to appreciate the high-performance ther-
moelectric figure of merit (ZT ) in Ga4C, since both high power
factor and low lattice thermal conductivity are obtained. Firstly,
we should shed light on the safe working temperatures for the
crystal Ga4C to work as a thermoelectric material with high ZT .
A previous literature demonstrates that the melting temperature
of Ga4C lies in the range from 600 to 700 K28. Moreover, by
using molecular dynamic simulation, we also calculate the pair-
correlation function (PCF) for the crystal Ga4C at temperature
650 K (see Fig. S5 in Sec. E, SI), and find that the PCF for Ga4C
at this temperature still demonstrates the presence of long-range
order, indicating that up to the temperature 650 K, this material
remains in a solid state. Thus to ensure the material stability, we
adopt the temperature 600 K as the highest temperature to study
its thermoelectric conversion efficiency. The predicted ZT at the
x-axis direction versus nh and temperature is illustrated in Fig.
4(a). We find that ZT increases with the increasing of tempera-

ture, and the round-peak structure of ZT versus nh demonstrates
that the maximum value of ZT is 3.28 at 600 K and nh = 5×1019

cm−3. It is inspiring that due to the excellent isotropic charac-
teristics of Ga4C, the ultrahigh ZT is ensured in other two axis
directions (i.e., y- and z-axis directions, see Fig. S2(e)-(g) in SI).
This unique thermoelectric property, i.e., that the high ZT is not
influenced by thermal transport directions, proposes another ad-
vantage of Ga4C as promising thermoelectric material.

To evaluate further the thermoelectric performance of Ga4C,
we may examine the efficiency of Ga4C-based thermoelectric de-
vice (η), which depends mainly on the average ZT , i.e., ZT , over
a wide temperature range described below:

η =
Th−Tc

Th

√
ZT +1−1√

ZT +1+Tc/Th
,

where ZT = 1
Th−Tc

∫ Th
Tc

ZT dT . Here Th and Tc represent the tem-
perature in hot and cold sides of thermoelectric devices. We plot
the efficiency η over temperature gradients in Fig. 4(b), where
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Th is fixed as 600 K. One can see that in the temperature range
of 200-600 K, the maximum efficiency ηmax as high as 23.5%. It
is clear that this efficiency is higher than that of some other ther-
moelectric materials, such as ηmax=19.0% in Cs3Cu2I5

57, even
the temperature range adopted in latter is much larger than the
range considered here. Furthermore, the average ZT of 2.76 leads
to a predicted efficiency of 17.6% over the temperature gradient
of 300-600 K with nh = 5×1019 cm−3. Obviously, this efficiency
value is also larger than the related values in most thermoelectric
materials reported so far under similar conditions. Additionally,
the working temperature range adopted here can be easily real-
ized in daily life. Therefore, we believe that Ga4C is already a
high-performance thermoelectric material in ambient conditions.

3.5 Large improvements of thermoelectric performance by
strain engineering

It has been reported that strain engineering is an effective way to
produce band degeneracy and enhance electric conductivity58,59.
In some materials, lattice strain may bring additional scattering
phonons and adjust lattice thermal conductivity60,61. Interest-
ingly, our theoretical calculations demonstrate that the tensile
strain may reduce remarkably κl of Ga4C. However, the stain en-
gineering does not affect the electronic band degeneracies and
the related flat bands, the two key factors responsible for high
Seebeck coefficient and large power factor in Ga4C.

To demonstrate the influences of tensile strain on the thermo-
electric performance of Ga4C, we draw the PF versus nh and κl

versus T in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), respectively, where the strain
ratio ξ is set to 0.25%, 0.50% and 0.75%. One may find that as
a whole, the PF decreases with increasing ξ , however reverses
at ξ=0.75%. To understand this feature, we compare electronic
band structures with different tensile strains (see Fig. S6 in Sec.
F, SI), and find that these tensile strains rarely affect the band
structures or alter new band degeneracy. The PF under constant-
relaxation-time approach nearly does not change for different
tensile strains (see Fig. S7 in Sec. F, SI). Hence, the strain-
induced changing in band structure and mDOS can not directly
understand the above phenomenon. Then we turn to fall back
on the electron relaxation or scattering times changed in strain
process. From the previous analyses, we know that POP is the
dominant scattering mechanism in Ga4C and characterized by

1
τPOP

∝ Nqh̄ωPO(
1

ε∞
− 1

ε0
), where Nq = 1

eh̄ωPO/kBT−1
is the number of

phonons in each model. At room temperature, the parameter
h̄ωPO in Ga4C is high to 65.2 meV and 1

τPOP
increases with the de-

creasing of ωPO. Additionally, the changing in 1
ε∞
− 1

ε0
is another

key factor. Apart from this, we find that the deformation poten-
tial scattering can give a small gain to PF, since τADP ∝

C1
|mDOS|3/2α2 ,

where C1 is deformation potential coefficient. Note that similar

physical mechanisms from the deformation potential theory has
been adopted to explain the enhanced power factors in 3D β -
Cu2Se62 and 2D Te-monolayer63. So we conclude that the scat-
tering mechanism is also the key factor for PF variation under
strain.

Note that the phonon bands of Ga4C under different strains are
also calculated and provided in Fig. S8 in Sec. F, SI. It is interest-
ing that as the tensile strain increases, the optical branches move
downwards and the acoustic branches slightly change. The opti-
cal phonons become dominate the lattice thermal conductivity as
the strong intermixing of optical and acoustic branches enhance
the scattering of acoustic branches (see Fig. S9 in Sec. F, SI),
leads to the significant drop of κl , as illustrated in Fig. 5(b). It
is stressed that as the strain ratio is adopted as 0.75%, κl de-
creases 0.39828 Wm−1K−1 at 300 K. Overall, the tensile strains
reduce further the lattice thermal conductance of Ga4C. As a re-
sult, the maximum ZT values are enhanced remarkably by the
increasing tensile strains as shown in Figs. 5(c)-5(e). Particularly,
under the conditions with the strain ratio of 0.75% at 600 K and
nh = 5×1019 cm−3, ZT may reach over 4.4, which is beyond the
ZT values of most thermoelectric materials reported previously.
Therefore, the present studies suggest a real material for the real-
ization of ultrahigh thermoelectric figure of merit and reveal the
fundamental mechanisms.

3.6 A general roadmap for achieving high thermoelectric
performance of Ga4C-family materials

To explore further the high thermoelectric performance in Ga4C-
family materials, in Sec. G, SI, we provided the electronic band
structures and the phononic band structures of some other mate-
rials including X4Y (X = B, Al, and Y = C, Si). We find that their
electronic and phononic structures are much similar with these
of Ga4C. Especially, the key features in electronic bands for en-
hancing power factor, such as the electronic band degeneracies,
the valley anisotropy and the flat bands, maintain well. More-
over, two crucial factors for decreasing lattice thermal conduc-
tance such as the strong phonon scattering and the low phonon
group velocity are also generated. These unique properties indi-
cate that the Ga4C-family materials are a new class of thermo-
electric materials with high thermoelectric figure of merit.

Furthermore, one may find that the high thermoelectric per-
formance of Ga4C-family materials are integrated by multiple ef-
fective mechanisms, which are contributed both by the electronic
bands and the phononic bands of materials. This property can
be regarded as the most attractive characteristic of thermoelec-
tric figure of merit achieved here, since it is much different from
almost all thermoelectric materials reported previously. To high-
light this finding, we draw a general roadmap for achieving large
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ZT in Ga4C-family materials in Fig. 6, in which all effective mech-
anisms obtained here for enhancing ZT in Ga4C are provided.
More importantly, this unique characteristic gives the Ga4C-family
materials several advantages to work as promising thermoelectric
materials: (i) we may design many effective ways to improve and
regulate their thermoelectric performances. For example, a small
tensile strain leads to a ultrahigh ZT in Ga4C. (ii) Based on this
family of thermoelectric materials, we can study fully the differ-
ent roles of various mechanisms on thermoelectric performance
in a single material. For example, the flat electronic bands and
the low effective band masses constitute two typical features of
valley anisotropy in Ga4C, nevertheless the former enhances elec-
tronic scattering while the latter increases electric conductance,
which gives us a chance to study the influence of valley anisotropy
on thermoelectric performance. (iii) Ga4C-family materials pro-
vide us a material plateau to study the competitive effect on ther-
moelectric performance. For example, as drawn in Fig. 6, the
strengthened electrons’ scattering may enhance Seebeck parame-
ter and meanwhile decreases electric conductance, however the
final PF is still enhanced by electronic scattering. Therefore, these
advantages propose that the Ga4C-family materials will be devel-
oped as a new class of star thermoelectric materials.

4 Conclusions
In summary, using the density functional theory combined with
Boltzman transport equation, we find a new class of high-
performing thermoelectric material, the supertetrahedral Ga4C-
family materials. Theoretical calculations demonstrate that the
high thermoelectric figure of merit of Ga4C stems both from large
electronic power factor and ultralow lattice thermal conductiv-
ity. Particularly, the p-type Ga4C possesses multiple electronic val-
ley degeneracies with NV = 6 (12) at the high-symmetry point X
(W), leading to multi-band degeneracy and further contributing
to large electric conductivity. Meanwhile, flat electronic bands
connecting two neighboring valleys produce strong inter-valley
polar-optical-phonon scattering and hence increase the effective
mass and the Seebeck coefficient remarkably. As a result, Ga4C
has a large power factor up to 6 m Wm−1K−2 at 300 K. On the
other hand, due to the short phonon lifetimes and small phonon
group velocity of Ga4C, a ultralow lattice conductivity down to
0.87 Wm−1K−1 at 300 K appears in Ga4C. Benefiting from high
power factor and ultralow lattice thermal conductivity, the ZT
value of Ga4C reaches up to 3.28 at 600 K and nh = 5×1019 cm−3.

Furthermore, our investigations uncover that the tensile strain
may drastically suppress the lattice thermal conductivity, but re-
tain well other advantages of Ga4C such as the multi-valley de-
generacies and flat electronic bands. Particularly, κl falls to as
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low as 0.398 Wm−1K−1 under a much small tensile strain ratio
0.75%. Surprisingly, the power factor of Ga4C is also influenced
by tensile strain via boosting the polarized optical phonon scat-
tering and acoustic deformation-potential scattering. Therefore,
ZT value of the strained Ga4C may become larger than 4.4, a
truly colossal thermoelectric figure of merit. By proposing sev-
eral physical mechanisms to further enhance thermoelectric con-
version efficiency, this work opens a new way for the design
of high-performing thermoelectric materials, and proposes the
Ga4C-family materials as a new generation of star thermoelectric
materials.
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